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STATE COLLEGE AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT                  IV-B 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICES 
 
131 W Nittany Avenue • STATE COLLEGE PENNSYLVANIA • 16801 
TELEPHONE:  814-231-1016  --  FAX:  814023104130 
 

 
To:             Board of School Directors 
 
From:           Robert O’Donnell, Randy Brown, and Ed Poprik 
 
RE:      High School Project – Revised Alternate Recommendations 
 
Date:          November 30, 2015 
 
Through reflecting on the base bid and alternate details received on Wednesday, November 18, we have 
prepared a revised recommendation for bid alternates for the High School Project. After receiving the bid 
results, we opted to bring forth a recommendation with the understanding that further refinement would 
occur. The rationale for our refined proposal is due to the sum of the prime bid results being higher than 
we had expected.  
 
The total of all bid alternate options equaled $18,545,800, although not all alternate bids are viable for 
inclusion. As discussed previously, the bidding process resulted in submitted bids similar to and varying 
greatly from the cost estimates. In addition, some bids take advantage of economies of scale from the 
prime bid package pricing. A number of the bid alternates provide essential advantages to the project, 
while others do not. Please note that we removed the Innovation Center due to the cost factor; our intent 
is to return to the Board in the foreseeable future with options which may attain that solution outside this 
project’s scope.  
 
Chart A displays the cost of all bid alternates, while comparing the proposed recommendations of each. A 
total of $13,588,100 in bid alternate options was not included in the initial recommendation. This total 
increases to $15,348,600, resulting in $3,197,200 in alternates being recommended in the refined 
recommendation. The options included in the revised recommendation include: 
 
 Unclassified Excavation  $323,000 
 MRVA Concrete Slabs      303,000 
 Laminated Glass      52,000 
 *Gym Air Conditioning    159,400 
 Solar Array - North only      458,700 
 Satellite Kitchen - North             1,395,200 
 *Masonry Restoration    192,000 
 Site Restoration - North                  95,000 
 Roof Greenhouse    179,900 
 Stage Panel Lights      39,000 
 
* Note: The alternates marked with asterisks resulted in bids at costs significantly less than estimated, 
therefore have been included. We are proposing these alternates be funded outside of project costs. That 
is, we are proposing these alternates are funded via annual summer  
projects budget, which would result in lower financing costs for the project. District cash resources, 
originally included at $10 million from capital reserve will be increased by $351,400 from the deferred 
maintenance budget. 
 
The project benefits and rationale of bid alternates were included in the documentation provided at the 
November 23 meeting, which has been attached for your reference. 
 
The alternate options removed from the initial recommendation include the North locker room renovation, 
stage arbors and the Innovation Center. Although these options provide quality opportunities for our 
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students, adding to the excellent facility, which will result, the financial cost of the project has limited our 
flexibility.  
 
This proposal includes strong consideration of many factors, including student learning opportunities, 
district resources, and taxpayer effort.  
 

Chart A 

Bid Alternates - Recommendation Cost (11/18/15) Initial (11/23/15) Revised (11/30/15) 

1-Unclassified Excavation $     861,000 $     323,000 $     323,000 

2GC-Roof Warranty 312,000   

2HVAC-Dynatech controls 120,000   

2HVAC-NRG controls 50,000   

3-Roof insulation 427,000   

4-Built up roof 3,806,000   

5A-Add epoxy Terrazzo floor 2,301,000   

5B-Add rubberized Terrazzo floor 3,951,000   

6-Acceleration 611,400   

7-Vegetated Roof 908,000   

8-MRVA concrete slabs 303,000 303,000 303,000 

9-Laminated Glass 52,000 52,000 52,000 

1N-Gym Air Conditioning 159,400 159,400 159,400 

2N-Solar array (grant funded) 458,700 458,700 458,700 

4N-Locker Room renovation 281,900 281,900  

5N-North Kitchen (serves all elem.) 1,395,200 1,395,200 1,395,200 

6N-Masonry restoration  192,000 192,000 192,000 

6N-SC-Site restoration 95,000 95,000 95,000 

1S-Innovation center 1,441,500 1,441,500  

2S-Roof greenhouse  179,900 179,900 179,900 

3S-Stage Arbors 37,100 37,100  

4S-Stage panel lights 39,000 39,000 39,000 

5S-Terrazzo stair finishes 105,000   

5SE-Solar array 458,700   

Total $ 18,545,800 $   4,957,700 $   3,197,200 
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Roof related items: 
Alternate 2-GC – Extended Roof Warranty 30 years 
ROOF WARRANTY: The Base Bid includes a 20-year warranty for TPO membrane roof systems. 
Acceptance of this bid alternate would increase the warrantied lifecycle by 50%. It is assumed that the 
actual lifecycle would be extended by around 25-30%.  (The alternate does not change the roof materials 
or installation process.  The manufacturer of the roof, not the installer, provides the warranty and inspects 
all finished installations.) 
 
The bid for this add alternate was $312,000.  Based on this cost, the team does not believe economic 
value is achieved, along with the fact that the actual roof product and installation remains the same, the 
team recommends rejecting this alternate. 
 
Alternate 4 – Built-Up roof 
BUILT-UP ROOF:  A built-up roof consists of multiple layers of roofing felt and asphalt compared to a 
single membrane that would comprise a TPO roof.  Consequently, a built-up roof is typically more tolerant 
of foot traffic and other potential puncture hazards.  The built-up roof alternate includes a 30-year 
warranty, which would make the return on investment roughly equivalent to alternate number 2-GC.   
 
The bid for this add alternate was $3,806,000.  Based on the cost of this alternate, the team is 
recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 
Alternate 3-Roof insulation 
ROOF INSULATION:  This alternate is an operating funds savings feature for future heating and cooling 
costs.  It is anticipated that the added R-value created by this addition would yield an annual savings of 
$500 to $1,000, based on today’s dollars and utility rates. The low return is based on the robust insulation 
in the base bid as well as the limited exposure of roofing in the 3-story portions of the building.  
 
The bid for this add alternate was $427,000.  Based on the cost of this add, a return on investment (ROI) 
would not be achieved during the useful life of the roof; consequently, the team is recommending that this 
alternate be rejected. 
 
 
Alternate systems: 
Alternate 2-MC - Building Automation System 
BAS MANUFACTURER: The base bid for the Building Automation System (temperature controls) is 
Automated Logic. The district currently operates BAS systems by Automated Logic (base bid) at Easterly 
Parkway, Gray’s Woods, Park Forest Elementary, Mount Nittany Elementary, and Ferguson Township 
Elementary.  The bid has been constructed with 3 options to avoid a proprietary specification, which is 
difficult to accomplish via other means.  
  
MC-2A: Dynatech Controls, Inc. The bid for this alternate resulted in a potential additional cost $120,000. 
Since savings were not achieved, and the base bid system is currently in use in multiple district buildings, 
the team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 
MC-2B: NRG Controls, Inc. The bid for this alternate resulted in a potential additional cost $50,000. Since 
savings were not achieved, and the base bid system is currently in use in multiple district buildings, the 
team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 

Floor finishes: 
Alternate 5 - Add Terrazzo floor 
FINISH FLOORING: This alternate applies to the Hallways, Primary Stairways (see Alternate 5-S-GC 
regarding other stairways), Common Areas, Cafeteria, and those classrooms and small group instruction 
areas in each educational unit that are not bounded by walls and a door (contiguous to the hall). The 
base bid flooring material for these areas is Quartz Composition Tile. This alternate includes 2 options for 
terrazzo floors.  Either the base bid or one of the two options will be selected. There is no anticipated 
difference in the maintenance activities or costs between any of the options. 
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5-A: Epoxy terrazzo flooring and precast cementitious terrazzo stair treads.  The bid for this add alternate 
was $2,301,000.  Based on the cost of this add, the team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 
5-B: Rubberized terrazzo flooring and precast cementitious terrazzo stair treads. The bid for this add 
alternate was $3,951,000.  Based on the cost being an add, the team is recommending that this alternate 
be rejected. 
 
Alternate 5-S-GC -Terrazzo Stair Finishes 
TERRAZZO STAIR FINISHES: This shall apply to all levels of each of the following Stairs: “A1,” “B1,” 
“C1,” “D1,” and “G2.”  The bid for this add alternate was $105,000.  Based on the cost of this add, but as 
discussed in earlier Terrazzo alternates, the team is recommending that this item be rejected. 
 

Material enhancements: 
Alternate 8 - MVRA Concrete Slabs on Grade 
MVRA CONCRETE SLABS:  This alternate would aid in the phasing of the project.  New concrete must 
dry to prescribed moisture content before finished flooring is applied.  The MVRA would accelerate this 
process.  The bid for this add alternate was $303,000.  Based on the cost of this add versus the value to 
the project, the team is recommending that this alternate be accepted. 
 
Alternate 9 - Laminated Safety Glass at Entrances 
LAMINATED SAFETY GLASS: This alternate adds include laminated safety glass assemblies, indicated 
as Glazing Types “LG-2” and “LG-3,” at various primary aluminum-framed entrances and storefront and 
glazed aluminum curtain wall systems.  The bid for this add alternate was $52,000.  Based on the cost of 
this add, the team is recommending that this alternate be accepted. 
 
  
Stage options: 
Alternate 3-S - Stage Arbors 
STAGE ARBORS: This alternate replaces arbors and associated counterweights with equipment equal to 
Thern Stage Equipment “Brickhouse.” The alternate was requested by staff.   
 
The net cost for this add alternate is $37,100.  The team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
The administration will be pursuing private fundraising for this additional cost, however a firm decision 
regarding inclusion of this alternate in the project scope must be made at this time. 
 
Alternate 4-S - Stage Panel Lights 
STAGE PANEL LIGHTS: This alternate adds stage overhead acoustical panel lights.  These lights would 
be integrated into the hung acoustical shells.  The Board has previously discussed this feature and 
authorized it as an add alternate.   
 
The net cost for this add alternate is $39,000.  The team is recommending acceptance of this alternate. 
The administration will be pursuing private fundraising for this additional cost, however a firm decision 
regarding inclusion of this alternate in the project scope must be made at this time. 
 
 
Solar: 
Alternate 2-N – 141 KW Solar array 
SOLAR ARRAY: This alternate adds a 141KW rooftop-mounted photovoltaic solar array to the North 
Building.  Based on today’s dollars and electric rates, this array would generate a cost avoidance of 
$30,000 annually in utility payments.   Additionally, this alternate would generate approximately 10 LEED 
points for both energy efficiency and also regional bonuses.  
 
The net bid cost of this add alternate is $458,700.  Based on this cost, the project team will recommend 
acceptance of this alternate due to the LEED impact. 
 
Alternate 5-S-EC – 141 KW Solar array 
SOLAR ARRAY: This alternate adds a 141KW rooftop-mounted photovoltaic solar array to the North 
Building.  Based on today’s dollars and electric rates, this array would generate a cost avoidance of 
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$30,000 annually in utility payments.  This alternate would generate 4 or 5 LEED points; however, they 
are not needed in order to obtain LEED Gold certification.  
 
The net bid cost of this add alternate is $458,700.  Based on this cost, the project team will recommend 
rejecting of this alternate due it not being needed for LEED Gold certification and the return on investment 
being around 15 years, outside of our normal 5 to 10 year payback. 
 
 
Existing North restorations and enhancements: 
Alternate 6-N-GC - Masonry restoration 
MASONRY RESTORATION: This alternate is to repair and repoint various locations of existing exterior 
veneer walls on portions of the North Building 1989 section.  If this work is not accepted as part of this 
bid, it would be accomplished through the Physical Plant 5-year capital program. This project has been 
deferred in previous years. Previous preliminary studies of this issue as a standalone project have yielded 
cost prohibitive preliminary budgets, which have led to deferral. 
 
The bid for this add alternate was $192,000.  Based on the cost of this add along with the difficulty of 
including this as a routine project in previous years, the team is recommending that this alternate be 
accepted. 
 
Alternate 6-N-SC - Site restoration 
SITE RESTORATION:  The work included on Drawing C14.0 relates to the service area behind the 
existing North Building.  This area currently serves Automotive and Agriculture for the CTC program, 
Food Service, deliveries, and trash collection.  The work includes paving restoration and removal of the 
large shed that serves the current construction yard. 
 
The bid for this add alternate was $95,000.  Based on the cost of this add and the efficiency gained by 
having the Site Contractor complete this work during the project, the team is recommending that this 
alternate be accepted. 
 
Alternate 5-N - Kitchen Renovations 
KITCHEN RENOVATIONS:  This work will be required either as part of this project or as a stand-alone 
project later. While this is required to meet the school district’s food service program needs, the timeline 
for completion of this work would be in the final phase of the project, which would allow the option to defer 
the work for another bid.  
   
The net bid cost for this add alternate is $1,395,200.  Based on the bid costs the team is recommending 
that this alternate be accepted. Given that this work is necessary for Food Service operations in the 
district, although this cost exceeded the estimated cost completion of this work at a later time is expected 
to be more than the bid received. 
 
Alternate 4-N - Locker Room renovation 
LOCKER ROOM RENOVATIONS:  This alternate was requested by the Delta staff to improve 
supervision of students in the mid-level program specifically. Currently the boys’ locker room is adjacent 
to the auxiliary gym and the girls’ locker room is adjacent to the main gym.  This alternate would sub-
divide the boys locker room to both a boys and girls locker room.   
 
The bid for this add alternate is $281,900.  The team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 
Alternate 1-N - Air Condition Competition Gym and Aux. Gym 
GYMNASIUM AIR CONDITIONING: This alternate adds air conditioning and related equipment to the 
existing Main Gymnasium E100 and Auxiliary Gymnasiums A131 and A133.  
 
The combined cost of accepting this alternate would be $159,400.  Based on the other (non-successful 
bids), this add would have cost at or above the estimate of $438,656.  Considering the good value 
realized in doing this work now, the team is recommending acceptance of this alternate. 
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Methods and means: 
Alternate 6 – Early Substantial Completion 
ACCELERATE COMPLETION: This alternate would accelerate the overall Substantial Completion date 
for this Project by a total of 120 calendar days.  The project is currently phased for final completion in the 
summer of 2019.  If accepted, the district could potentially realize use of both buildings by the end of the 
semester break in early 2019.  
 
The bid for this alternate is a net add of $611,400.  Three of the Prime Contractors bid this as an add, 
while four of the Prime Contractors bid this a deduct.  Based on the net cost of this alternate as well as 
the mix of adds and deducts, the team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 
Alternate 1- Unclassified Excavation 
UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION: This alternate would include Unclassified Excavation, as part of the 
scope of the project.  In general terms, this means that the contractor will remove rock at no cost to the 
district.  If this alternate were not accepted, the contractor would then submit change orders based on unit 
pricing, which will be quoted in unit prices 1 – 4 on a per cubic yard basis.   
  
The project team has reviewed the alternate adds submitted by each of the Prime Contractors and 
compared this to their respective scopes of work along side the quoted unit pricing in the bids.  In bids 
where unclassified excavation is not accepted, the unit costs would be used to generate a change order 
based on the actual conditions encountered.  
 
 
  

Package: Alternate $ Unit $ trench rock Unit $ bulk rock 

General $193,000 $220 / cu yd. $144 / cu yd. 

Site $450,000 $75 / cu yd. $65 / cu yd. 

Mechanical $18,000 $150 / cu yd. $110 / cu yd. 

Plumbing $130,000 $350 / cu yd. $250 / cu yd. 

Electrical $70,000 $185 / cu yd. $200 / cu yd. 

  
Based on these factors the team offers the following recommendations: 
        General Contractor:                                     Add $193,000              Accept 
        Site Contractor:                                            Add $450,000          Reject 
        Mechanical (HVAC) Contractor:                  Add $18,000            Reject 
        Plumbing Contractor:                                    Add $130,000          Accept 
        Electrical Contractor:                                    Add $70,000            Reject 
        Net Add:         $323,000 
 
 
Square footage and other add: 
Alternate 7 - Vegetated Roof 
VEGETATED ROOF: This alternate would add a vegetated roof to each of the two buildings.  The North 
roof is over the administrative/entry area, while the South roof is over the core of the building and split by 
the main 2-story circulating corridor. 
 
The primary benefit of the vegetated roofs would be for demonstration purposes, aesthetic value, and 
reduction in storm water runoff.  No additional LEED points would be achieved through the acceptance of 
this alternate.  Based on the limited scope of the roof, the energy savings would not yield a positive return 
on investment. 
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The bid for this add alternate is $908,000. Based on this feature not being required for attaining LEED 
Gold certification and the limited energy savings, the team is recommending this alternate be rejected. An 
additional memo discusses this issue in more detail. 
 
Alternate 2-S - Rooftop greenhouse 
ROOF GREENHOUSE: The base bid includes a Greenhouse at ground level, which is intended for use 
by the CTC Agriculture program.  This added Greenhouse on the roof would be utilized by the Science 
program.  
 
The net cost for this add alternate is $179,900.  The team is recommending acceptance of this alternate. 
 
Alternate 1-S - Innovation Center 
INNOVATION CENTER: This alternate add an approximately 7,000 square foot innovation center to the 
South Building. 
 
A more detailed explanation of the Innovation Center was presented to the Board on March 16, 2015 
Board Work Session: 
http://www.scasd.org/cms/lib5/PA01000006/Centricity/Domain/81/Innovation%20Center.pdf 
 
The vision for the innovation center includes flexible and adjoining spaces in which students experience a 
valuable learning process that includes generating ideas, developing a process to create, as well as solve 
real-world problems, simulated or actual. The space includes elements of a wood shop, science lab, 
computer lab and art room, as well as a wide range of tools and materials necessary for students to 
realize a product seeded by ideas generated within our learning communities. 
 
The net add for this alternate is $1,441,500. Due to the cost of this alternate balanced against the overall 
cost of the project.  The team is recommending that this alternate be rejected. 
 
 


